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Abstract: The Civil Engineering community has long needed methods of accurate global displacement measurement for use in con-
struction and more recently in the areas of structural health monitoring. Global Positioning Systems �GPS� provide one answer to this
challenge, with rapid advancements in the available sampling rates and tracking resolution. However, as a relatively new dynamic sensing
technology, GPS performance must be thoroughly validated before its application in full scale. This paper details an experimental program
with this aim, documenting the performance of a high-precision GPS in terms of its background noise and dynamic tracking ability, while
providing position quality thresholds suitable for qualifying the accuracy of tracking in full scale. Given the performance observed in
these studies, considerations for full-scale deployment are offered as well as an assessment of its efficacy in monitoring the dynamic
motions of a tall building through the Chicago full-scale monitoring project.
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Introduction

With the growing complexity and cost of Civil Engineering
projects, there is significant interest in securing that investment on
two fronts: first in the safe operation and maintenance of the
project to ensure a long service life and second in insuring safety
and efficiency of modern design practice. Both of these intentions
can benefit from instrumentation and monitoring of the structure,
whether it is at the global level, using accelerometers, or at a local
level using strain sensing elements. However, monitoring the
global response via accelerometers, though well established,
can only provide an indication of resonant response and fails
to capture static and quasi-static behaviors. In the context of
health monitoring, static deflections, whether due to settlement,
thermal expansions, or even permanent damage following some
unforeseen event, are equally important quantities of interest.
Particularly, in the context of tall, flexible structures, such static
and quasi-static response contributions can be significant and
are rarely observed in full scale due to the customary use of
accelerometers.
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Methods of global displacement sensing were subsequently
developed in response to these needs. Techniques including
terrestrial positioning systems, laser displacement sensors,
and photo/video imaging techniques have all received recent
attention, but have limited utility under inclement atmospheric
conditions and are often not feasible for continuous, unattended,
long-term monitoring. At the same, military-grade global posi-
tioning systems �GPS� were transitioning into the private sector
and with rapid advancements in hardware and software, were
poised to offer subcentimeter tracking on two orthogonal axes
�and vertically with lesser accuracy� at sampling rates of up to
20 Hz continuously, unattended, and in real time.

GPS Theory

While space will not permit an extensive development of GPS
theory �readers are referred to more detailed discussions in
Kijewski-Correa 2003 or Seeber 1993�, some basic elements of
the sensing philosophy are now provided to highlight primary
error sources. The GPS satellite arrays were established by the
Department of Defense and are organized into six orbital planes
intended to provide a minimum of 4–5 satellites orbiting at least
15° above the horizon at any location at all times, though 6–8
satellites are typically in view for most users. GPS positions are
calculated using the concept of triangulation, using the known
position of satellites overhead to determine the position of a GPS
receiver/antenna pair on Earth �Fig. 1�. Each satellite continu-
ously transmits the current time �kept by atomic clocks�, as well
as information about its current position �xi ,yi ,zi� in its orbital
path. The distance, or slant range �Si�, of the ith satellite to the
unknown position on Earth �x ,y ,z� is determined from the travel
time of the transmitted electromagnetic signals �moving at a rate
of 290,000 km/s�. This position �x ,y ,z� is defined in terms of the
World Geodetic System 1984 �WGS84� coordinate system, which

provides, in Cartesian coordinates, the position on the surface of
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an ellipsoid representative of the Earth, as described in Leica
�1999a�. This can then be projected onto a local coordinate
system predefined for every region of the United States. For a
constellation of Nsat satellites, a series of slant ranges can be
defined as

Si = ��xi − x�2 + �yi − y�2 + �zi − z�2 i = 1,2, . . . Nsat �1�

By inspection, a minimum of three satellites would be required
to determine a position estimate, however, this requires very
accurate timing mechanisms �nanosecond-level accuracy� too
expensive for civilian GPS receivers. Instead, less accurate quartz
crystal clocks are used to determine psuedoranges based on
uncorrected time values. To account for clock inaccuracies, a time
bias b is then introduced into Eq. �1�, where slant range is
replaced more appropriately by pseudorange, Ri, resulting in

Ri = ��xi − x�2 + �yi − y�2 + �zi − z�2 − b i = 1,2, . . . Nsat �2�

expanding the number of required satellites to a minimum of four
to solve for all the system unknowns. It should also be noted that
although each satellite has its own atomic clock, the time bias for
all is the same as it is defined with respect to the same receiver
clock. Typically, as more than four satellites are available, an
overdetermined set of equations can be generated using Eq. �2� to
obtain an even more accurate position for the receiver.

The transmission of GPS signals over great distances leaves
this approach vulnerable to a variety of errors that can slow the
rate of transmission and introduce errors into pseudorange esti-
mates. These are primarily the result of disturbances in the upper
�ionosphere� and lower �troposphere� atmosphere. As signals in
the ionosphere slow at a rate proportional to their frequency, an
estimate of ionospheric delay can be made by tracking both of the
navigation messages transmitted by GPS on carrier waves at the
L-band frequencies of 1.57542 GHz �L1� and 1.22760 GHz �L2�
through so-called dual frequency GPS units. The troposheric de-
lays are associated with local weather fluctuations that limit the
position accuracy of an autonomous GPS receiver to the order of
meters. However, by establishing a stationary checkpoint or ref-
erence receiver with known position in the general locale of the
receiver used for position tracking �termed the rover�, these tro-
posheric errors can be eliminated. This forms the basis for differ-
ential GPS �DGPS� tracking, where the overall accuracy is pro-
portional to the baseline separation between the rover and

Fig. 1. GPS triangulation concept
reference and is on the order of centimeters or even millimeters.
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In the real-time kinematic �RTK� configuration, these position
corrections from the reference are transmitted continuously by
radio or high-speed internet link.

Even with these corrections, accuracy of GPS tracking de-
pends not only on the number of satellites visible but also on their
position overhead, given the reliance on the surveying concept of
resection. Position tracking is enhanced when the satellites used
in Eq. �2� are well spaced, i.e., ideally three satellites spaced 120°
in plane with a fourth satellite directly overhead. The deviation
from this idealized configuration is quantified by the dilution of
precision �DOP� markers issued by the GPS receiver, which fluc-
tuate continuously throughout the day as satellite constellations
change overhead. For example, the position DOP �PDOP� should
be kept under 3 for high-accuracy tracking. Aside from degrada-
tions in tracking quality due to satellite positions, the other pri-
mary concern for GPS tracking, particularly in urban zones, is the
multipath effect �Axelrad et al. 1996�. This error is the result of a
satellite signal being reflected off of one or more objects and,
having a longer path, arriving at the receiver with a slight delay.
Their processing in conjunction with the directly received version
of the signal leads to long-period distortions in position estimates
that repeat themselves each sidereal day �23 h, 56 min� as the
satellites repeat their orbits. This was documented in one of the
first applications of GPS to monitor tall, flexible structures by
Lovse et al. �1995� in their work on the Calgary Tower. Provi-
sions to mitigate this effect include the use of choke ring antennas
�Tranquilla et al. 1994; Counselman 1999�, off-line filtering
�Chen et al. 2001; Kochly et al. 2005�, and embedded receiver
algorithms �Van Nee 1995; Leica 1999b�.

Full-Scale Monitoring of Buildings by GPS

The applications of GPS to surveying and monitoring of static
and pseudostatic motions of land masses, dams, and bridges are
quite extensive and cannot be chronicled here. As the intent of
this work is to highlight the application of the technology in urban
zones for the monitoring building structures, only those applica-
tions shall now be summarized. The instrumentation of mid- to
high-rise buildings, in addition to the application presented here,
include 34- and 44-story buildings in California �Celebi 2000;
Celebi and Sanli 2002�, short-term deployments on the Di Wang
building �384 m, China� �Guo and Ge 1997; Chen et al. 2001�,
Republic Plaza �280 m, Singapore� �Brownjohn 2003�, and a
66-story building in Korea �Park et al. 2004�.

Calibration Program

Most of the aforementioned full-scale deployments of GPS were
not preceded by detailed calibration studies. However, given the
relative infancy of this technology, the authors embarked on an
extensive calibration program in 2002, which is presented here to
document the capabilities of the sensor, building upon the earlier
validation efforts of Celebi �2000� using flexible beams and
Tamura et al. �2002�, who performed sinusoidal calibration stud-
ies using a mechanical shaker. These efforts have been recently
followed by impulse response testing of a flexible model �Park et
al. 2004� and biaxial motion simulator calibrations �Chan et al.
2005�. Again, readers are referred to Kijewski and Kareem �2002�
and Kijewski-Correa �2003� for a more detailed overview of the

calibration program and GPS hardware and software settings.
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GPS Components

The components used in this DGPS calibration program include
a pair of Leica MC 500 dual frequency, 12 channel receivers
with maximum sampling rate of 10 Hz coupled with International
GPS Service, gold anodized choke ring antennas with protective
radomes. The antennas incorporate a ground plane and four
concentric choke rings to minimize multipath signal reception
from low elevation reflected signals. Table 1 lists Leica’s reported
accuracy levels for a DGPS system employing the hardware
described above. It should be noted that with each generation of
GPS receivers, there have been considerable improvements in
tracking accuracy and new designs are now enabling sampling
rates of over 20 Hz. Such advancements in capability, coupled
with the anticipated reductions in cost, make this monitoring
technology increasingly viable. Though the GPS hardware chosen
does have fully RTK capabilities, potential data loss due to
wireless communications challenges would prohibit timely and
accurate verification of the sensor’s capabilities. Thus a post-
processing scheme was adopted where positioning data at both
the reference and rover installations is recorded directly to the
receiver ring buffers on 96 MB personal computer �PC� cards and
then transferred to on-site laptops running Leica ControlStation
�v. 4.2� software, providing the necessary remote control and
communications portal �Fig. 2�. The data from the reference and
rover on-site PCs could then be downloaded by telephone or
Ethernet to an off-site postprocessing PC running Leica SKI-Pro
software to determine final position estimates for the rover off
line. This configuration also allows user flexibility in changing
various postprocessing parameters, e.g., ionospheric model, sto-
chastic model, and tropospheric model, settings that cannot be
revisited if the data is processed in real time. SKI-Pro outputs
were then translated by transverse mercator projection from the
global WGS84 coordinate system and into a local coordinate sys-
tem for the area �Leica 1999a�, allowing displacements to be
viewed in terms of their North–South �N-S� and East-West �E–W�
components. The postprocessing protocol also included second-
order Chebyshev lowpass filtering to remove high frequency
noise from the recorded data. An APC Battery BackUp 500 VA
uninterruptible power supply was also added to support the sys-
tem during temporary power losses. Note also in Fig. 2 that the
LMR 400 coaxial cabling linking the GPS receiver and antenna
was outfitted with a grounded gas capsule �Huber+Suhner
3402.17.K� for in-line lightning protection.

Test Configuration

In order to identify the best possible performance of the system,
calibration tests were conducted in an open field location suffi-
ciently free from potential sources of multipath error and from
obstructions that may block lower elevation satellites from view.
A series of tests were conducted to verify the GPS performance,
quantified through the static background noise and the accuracy in
dynamic tests, where displacements of the rover antenna were
simulated by a portable motion simulator. The GPS antennas were
mounted on wooden platforms to avoid blockages during testing,

Table 1. Accuracy Levels for Leica MC 500 in DGPS Configuration

Dynamic accuracy 5.00 mm+2.00 ppm

Static accuracy 3.00 mm+ 0.50 ppm

Note: ppm�parts per million, determined by dividing baseline distance
in millimeters by 1,000,000.
were separated by a 2.5 m baseline, and were oriented so motions
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of the simulator would be along the N-S direction, as shown in
Fig. 3. In this testing program, the physical rotation of the ball
screw driving the displacement-controlled motion simulator was
taken as the actual displacement of the antenna/mount assembly
being tracked at 10 Hz by the rover GPS unit. Prior to each day’s
testing, each receiver was set to self-survey to establish a baseline
condition. Approximately 40 tests were conducted using this con-
figuration to investigate dynamic tracking ability, background
noise, influence of in-line surge protection, influence of mount
dynamics and corrections for orientations not aligned with true
North �Table 2�. Though full details of all of these tests are avail-
able in Kijewski-Correa �2003�, only the former two test series

Fig. 2. Schematic configuration of GPS components

Fig. 3. Schematic of reference and rover antenna orientations
for calibration testing
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are discussed herein. In these tests, relative motions along the N-S
axis are defined as �N and those along the E-W axis are defined
as �E.

Verification of Background Noise by Static Testing

Static tests �motion simulator held fixed� were conducted to quan-
tify the background noise in the system, i.e., levels of motion
falsely detected when the rover is stationary for a period of
10 min. By conducting these tests throughout the day, the influ-
ence of DOP on background noise could also be investigated. As
shown in Fig. 4, Tests 1a and 1d demonstrate a classical circular
shape, indicating equivalent accuracy levels in both directions.
The elliptical form in Tests 1b and 1c indicate biases resulting
from the low frequency trends in the GPS data. These figures also
display the standard deviations predicted by the manufacturer in
comparison to those observed in testing, reiterating that even in
the noisiest of the three tests �Test 1c�, the RMS of the back-
ground noise was within the accuracy limits defined by the manu-
facturer. In addition to these static tests, during all other tests
listed in Table 2, motions along the E-W axis were essentially

Table 2. Summary of Calibration Tests Conducted

Test Description

1a-d Static

2a-w Sine wave: ±0.5–±3.0 cm at 0.1–1 Hz

3a Sinusoidal chirp

3b Random noise

3c-f Simulated structural responses

4a-c Static with gas capsule

5 Sine wave: ±2.0 cm at 0.2 Hz

6a-b Static

Fig. 4. Results from static tests and comparisons between observed
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static given the orientation of the single axis motion simulator.
The averaged statistical characteristics of the background noise
levels along the E-W axis are summarized in Table 3 to confirm
that the unit’s performance consistently surpassed manufacturer’s
expectations throughout the testing program.

An example of the spectral and probabilistic nature of the
background noise is provided in Fig. 5, affirming the generally
broadband nature of GPS background noise with evidence of the
low frequency trends previously noted. The probability density
functions reveal the non-Gaussian nature of the background noise,
though it can be demonstrated that in the tail regions, the Gauss-
ian distribution provides a conservative measure of the spread of
the background noise, capturing the majority of the background
noise within in the 99.7% confidence limits �see Table 4�. As
these extremes are most relevant to the performance of GPS, it
can be assumed that a Gaussian description provides a conserva-
tive model for the background noise.

In calibration studies such as those presented here, the level of
background noise is readily quantified by observing the “static”
GPS responses. Unfortunately, in full-scale deployment, motions

Purpose

Background noise, influence of DOP

Tracking ability over varying amplitudes, frequencies

Ability to track complex signals

Ability to track complex signals

Ability to track realistic building motions

Determine influence of in-line gas capsule

Validate on-site coordinate transformations

Determine influence of antenna mount dynamics

displacement �inner box� and manufacturer’s prediction �outer box�
RMS
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are generally bi-axial, leaving no static response component to
quantify the noise levels. However, in the postprocessing regi-
men, a statistical measure of the accuracy of GPS calculated dis-
placements in the Northerly ��N� and Easterly ��E� directions is
provided at each epoch. Note that in the case of the static tests, it
was demonstrated that, using the conservative assumption of a
Gaussian distribution, over 99% of the background noise fell
within three standard deviations. It is now proposed to use the
standard deviation of the position estimates ��N and �E� provided
at each epoch in lieu of estimates of the RMS background noise
to provide a time-varying estimate of the sensor’s accuracy in full
scale. To verify the appropriateness of this assumption, Kijewski-
Correa �2003� compared the RMS of the running background
noise for each test to the corresponding average of these standard
deviations from the GPS solution ��N and �E�. The authors fur-
ther verified that �N and �E were not dependent on the motion
experienced by the GPS and manifested spectral and statistical
similarities to the static test data. As summarized for selected
static tests in Table 5, the standard deviations of the GPS position
estimates provide a reasonable approximation to the RMS back-
ground noise levels observed in static testing. As �N and �E are
available at each epoch, their use in this statistical model will
yield a time-varying noise threshold �noise, termed by the authors
as a position quality threshold �PQT�, to quantify the reliability of
GPS estimates, according to

�noise = �− 3��t�, 3��t�� �3�

where �=�N or �E depending on the direction being analyzed. A
demonstration of how these constructed thresholds compare to the
background noise levels in static testing is provided in Fig. 6 for
Test 1a, with additional comparisons made in Kijewski-Correa
�2003�. By using the formulation in Eq. �3�, the PQTs, with the
exception of a few spikes, conservatively define the upper and
lower limits of the background system noise and thus provide an
envelope to the system’s inherent noise that can be extended to
full-scale applications. It will be subsequently demonstrated that
these thresholds can be used to determine the effective “signal-
to-noise” ratio for the system.

Table 3. Summary of Performance from Static Component ��E�
of Calibration Tests 2 and 3

Range ±0.71 cm

Mean value 0.00 cm

RMS 0.22 cm

Fig. 5. Probability density �compared to Gaussian distribution with sa
of mean �left�, and power spectral density, both for static Test 1a, �E
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Verification of Amplitude/Frequency Sensitivity
in Dynamic Tracking

The next series of tests presented were designed to quantify the
range of frequencies and amplitudes that can be successfully
tracked by GPS using simulated sinusoidal motions with ampli-
tudes ranging from ±0.5 up to ±3 cm with frequencies of 0.1,
0.125, 0.15, 0.2, 1, and 2 Hz. The primary focus toward low
frequency signals was intentional, as they were selected to
represent the fundamental sway frequencies common in the build-
ings that the system is designed to monitor. The upper limits in
amplitude and frequency considered were also constrained by
limitations in the motion simulator hardware.

As discussed previously, comparisons will be made between
the displacements measured by GPS and the physical displace-
ment of the ball screw in the motion simulator. Table 6 lists the
standard deviation and peak values of the motion simulator signal
�second row in each grouping� and compares these values to the
GPS-measured displacements �first row in each grouping�, pre-
senting only the results for sinusoids of 0.1, 1, and 2 Hz for
brevity. Note that due to hardware limitations, motions could not
be simulated at 2 Hz for the 2 and 3 cm amplitude sine waves.
The error in the estimate is shown in the third row in each group-
ing. For additional insights, the mean PQT, the time-varying
quantity defined in Eq. �3�, is compared to the peak displacement
of the table to form an effective peak “signal-to-noise” ratio. This
measure is used to determine if the signal being tracked is of
sufficient amplitude in comparison with the level of background
noise in the system. As space does not permit the graphical
evidence of tracking quality to be provided for all simulated
sinusoidal tests conducted, selected results are shown in the
results matrix in Fig. 7, while the full suite of results is available
in Kijewski-Correa �2003�. As expected, as the simulated signal’s
amplitudes fall beneath the superimposed PQTs, the tracking
ability diminishes. Note also that the GPS results do manifest a
high frequency distortion that may be removed through additional
low-pass filtering. Despite the inability of the GPS to capture
peak displacements with repeatable accuracy, the RMS of the

Table 4. Comparison of 99.7th Percentile Confidence Limits of GPS
Background Noise with Those of Gaussian Distribution

�E �cm� �N �cm�

Test Actual Gaussian Actual Gaussian

1a �−0.46, 0.40� �−0.47, 0.47� �−0.52, 0.56� �−0.58, 0.58�

1b �−0.51, 0.51� �−0.56, 0.56� �−0.56, 0.58� �−0.62, 0.62�

1c �−0.58, 0.59� �−0.62, 0.62� �−0.57, 0.66� �−0.69, 0.69�

an and standard deviation� with vertical bars denoting 1, 2, and 3 SD
ponent
me me
com
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GPS displacements is quite consistent with the RMS of the actual
table displacements �within 10%� once the signal-to-noise ratio
exceeds 200%, which corresponds roughly to motions above
±1 cm. The findings presented here and in Kijewski-Correa
�2003� further indicate that the ability to capture peak values
does improve as the amplitude of motion increases, achieving a
consistent error of 10% or less when motions are above ±2 cm.
These findings demonstrate an improvement over the results in
Tamura et al. �2002�, who used a previous generation Leica MC
1000 unit. It should also be noted that DOP errors were inherently
fluctuating as this sequence of tests was conducted, which will
also influence the quality of tracking. It should also be noted that
all these calibration studies were conducted for short duration
tests. Since GPS constructs its own models to correct for atmo-
spheric delays, the accuracy improves as longer data sets are
collected �45 min or more�.

Verification of Ability to Track Realistic
Building Motions

Though additional tests were conducted using random and chirp
signals �Kijewski-Correa, 2003�, the authors now present the
most relevant test results: the ability of GPS to track the simulated
motions of a multidegree of freedom �MDOF� oscillator subjected
to zero mean, Gaussian white noise to emulate the wind-induced
dynamic response of a flexible building. Two buildings were con-
sidered, one with fundamental frequency �fn� of 0.53 Hz and an-
other with fundamental frequency of 0.12 Hz. Critical damping
ratios ��� were assumed to be 1% critical. The responses were
simulated for a period of 5 min. By varying the system input, two
different response levels were generated for each building: 0.53
Hz system with RMS responses of 0.66 and 1.12 cm, and 0.12 Hz
system with RMS responses of 1.01 and 1.19 cm. The results of
these tests are presented in Table 7 in a format similar to that used
in Table 6. Note that the GPS was able to capture peak and RMS
responses within 10% error, as expected given the peak signal-to-
noise ratios exceeded 200%. Still the system tracked the lower
amplitude simulated responses well, as evidenced by Fig. 8,
which provides snapshots of 0.12 Hz simulated responses. Note
that visual comparisons for all four tests could not be provided
for brevity. One explanation for this improved performance is
that these tests were of longer duration �5 min� than the sinusoidal
test sequence �30 s�. The longer duration tests provide the post-
processing protocol with more data for atmospheric modeling and

Table 5. Standard Deviation of GPS Static Displacements ��N ,�E�
Compared to Average of Standard Deviation in GPS Displacement
Solution ��N ,�E� over Monitoring Period

Test
RMS
��E�

Avg
��E�

RMS
��N�

Avg
��N�

1a 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.16

1b 0.19 0.13 0.21 0.18

1c 0.21 0.19 0.23 0.20

4a 0.17 0.14 0.30 0.22

4b 0.17 0.16 0.21 0.21

4c 0.20 0.13 0.23 0.17

6a 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.24

6b 0.22 0.22 0.27 0.25
thus generally will produce higher quality results. In light of these
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findings, over longer monitoring periods, both averaged quantities
like standard deviation as well as peak measures can be accu-
rately captured within 10% as long as the peak signal amplitude is
greater than twice the PQT. As a result, the technology appears to
be well-suited for tracking the wind-induced responses of tall,
flexible structures.

Full-Scale Deployment

The Chicago full-scale monitoring program �Kareem and
Kijewski-Correa 2002� �http://windycity.ce.nd.edu� was estab-
lished to systematically validate the tools and procedures used in
the design of tall buildings by comparing in-situ response values
with those predicted by wind tunnel testing and finite element
models. This program is being led by the NatHaz Modeling Labo-
ratory at the University of Notre Dame in conjunction with the
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory at the University of
Western Ontario and Skidmore Owings and Merrill LLP in
Chicago, Ill. Through this ongoing monitoring program, three tall
buildings in the City of Chicago have been instrumented for a
number of years with a data logger system interrogating an array
of high-sensitivity force balance accelerometers and ultrasonic
anemometers, as discussed in Kijewski-Correa et al. �2006�.
While the accelerometers that provide the primary instrumenta-
tion for the program can capture the resonant response of these
buildings in both sway and torsion, they are incapable of provid-
ing information on the mean and background components of
wind-induced response. It was this underlying factor that moti-
vated the prototyping and calibration of GPS in this study, with
the plans of deploying the system on one of the instrumented tall
buildings in the program. Note that at the request of building
ownership, the identity of the instrumented buildings must remain
anonymous at this time. The response sensor array, including GPS
and accelerometers, is shown in Fig. 9.

Identification of Reference Site

Following the calibration studies discussed previously, the au-
thors undertook a study of viable reference sites in the Chicago
downtown area suitable to achieve millimeter-level tracking in a
DGPS configuration. The fact that the reference should be as
close to the rover as possible, to minimize the errors discussed in
Table 1, precludes the use of traditional reference monuments
anchored to the ground, as they would be completely shielded by
the surrounding tall buildings in downtown Chicago and thus in-
capable of tracking satellite transmissions. In such dense urban
zones, GPS reference stations must often be established on a sta-
tionary structure of sufficient height to provide the GPS antenna
an ample view of the sky, yet still in close proximity to the rover.
It is common practice to neglect lower-elevation satellites, which
are inherently noisier, through the use of a mask angle 15° above
the horizon. Thus candidate sites for GPS installation must ideally
have visibilities from 15 to 90° in elevation on all sides and are
generally low- to mid-rise buildings whose own motions are be-
neath the resolution limits of the GPS sensor �Table 1�. The au-
thors were able to successfully isolate a reference building located
approximately 0.8 mi �1.29 km� from the monitored rover site,
yielding a projected dynamic tracking accuracy of 7.58 mm, ac-
cording to the expression in Table 1. Though significantly shorter
than it surrounding neighbors, resulting in some shielding issues,
the selected reference building provides clear views of 70% of the

quadrants of the sky.
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The GPS units, all supporting electronics and rooftop antennas
with rigid galvanized steel mounts were installed at the reference
building on August 26, 2002 and at the rover site the following
day and continue to be manually triggered to document the
displacements of the rover structure during high wind events.
Following the sensor placement in Fig. 9 and the electronics
configuration in Fig. 2, with the use of traditional telephone lines
and a local communications hub in downtown Chicago �Kijewski
et al. 2003�, the system is remotely operated and data is trans-
mitted to the University of Notre Dame for postprocessing and

Table 6. Summary of GPS Tracking Acccuracy for Simulated Sinusoida

Sinusoid
characteristics Displacement RMS

±0.5 cm, 0.1 Hz GPS 0.38

Actual 0.35

Errors 7%

±0.5 cm, 1 Hz GPS 0.37

Actual 0.35

Errors 5%

±0.5 cm, 2 Hz GPS 0.42

Actual 0.35

Errors 20%

±1 cm, 0.1 Hz GPS 0.68

Actual 0.70

Errors −3%

±1 cm, 1 Hz GPS 0.69

Actual 0.71

Errors −2%

±1 cm, 2 Hz GPS 0.80

Actual 0.71

Errors 12%

±2 cm, 0.1 Hz GPS 1.32

Actual 1.41

Errors −6%

±2 cm, 1 Hz GPS 1.38

Actual 1.41

Errors −3%

±3 cm, 0.1 Hz GPS 1.92

Actual 2.12

Errors −9%

±3 cm, 1 Hz GPS 2.07

Actual 2.12

Errors −3%

Fig. 6. Example of position quality thresholds �dotted� �c
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analysis as described previously. Before the system could be used
to determine static deflections of the rover, a baseline position had
to be established. As discussed in Tamura �2002�, the process
involves repeated triggering on calm nights �minimizing dynamic
response due to wind and any thermal effects� under high quality
DOP conditions. The positions recorded under these conditions
are then averaged to establish the baseline position of the rover
�XE0, XN0�, relative to the local coordinate system, so that true
differential displacements can be calculated ��E, �N�, as shown
in Fig. 10 �Kijewski-Correa 2005�.

ls

�N �cm�
Noise
�cm�inimum Maximum

−0.43 0.37 �noise 0.58

−0.49 0.49 xmax 0.49

−13% −25% S/N 85%

−0.58 0.49 �noise 0.53

−0.48 0.49 xmax 0.49

21% 1% S/N 92%

−0.56 0.47 �noise 0.52

−0.49 0.49 xmax 0.49

13% −5% S/N 95%

−0.87 0.82 �noise 0.53

−0.99 0.98 xmax 0.98

−12% −18% S/N 185%

−0.92 0.87 �noise 0.50

−1.00 1.00 xmax 1.00

−7% −13% S/N 198%

−0.86 0.91 �noise 0.51

−1.00 1.00 xmax 1.00

−14% −9% S/N 198%

−1.99 1.44 �noise 0.49

−1.99 1.99 xmax 1.99

0% −28% S/N 411%

−1.77 2.13 �noise 0.50

−1.98 2.00 xmax 2.00

−11% 7% S/N 400%

−2.76 2.74 �noise 0.77

−2.98 2.98 xmax 2.98

−7% −8% S/N 384%

−3.13 2.93 �noise 0.82

−2.99 2.99 xmax 2.99

8% −2% S/N 366%

erimposed on GPS static displacements �cm� for Test 1a
l Signa

M

m� sup
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Table 7. Summary of GPS Tracking Accuracy for Simulated MDOF Structures under Wind

MDOF system
characteristics Displacement

�N �cm�
Noise
�cm�RMS min max

fn�0.53 Hz, ��0.01 GPS 0.63 −4.27 2.01 �noise 0.72

Actual 0.66 −4.65 2.18 xmax 2.18

Errors −4% −8% −8% S/N 302%

fn�0.53 Hz, ��0.01 GPS 1.08 −4.79 3.43 �noise 0.56

Actual 1.11 −4.98 3.27 xmax 3.27

Errors −3% −4% 5% S/N 583%

fn�0.12 Hz, ��0.01 GPS 0.91 −2.64 2.32 �noise 0.49

Actual 0.99 −2.63 2.56 xmax 2.56

Errors −8% 0% −9% S/N 518%

fn�0.12 Hz, ��0.01 GPS 1.07 −4.55 2.73 �noise 0.52

Actual 1.14 −5.00 2.76 xmax 2.75

Errors −6% −9% −1% S/N 527%
Fig. 7. Comparison of motion simulator displacement �cm� plotted atop GPS displacements �cm� for sinusoidal motions; boxed region indicates
mean position quality threshold for that test
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Full-Scale Performance Verification

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the GPS sensors in full
scale, comparisons to the accelerations recorded in the rover
structure through its primary instrumentation system have been
conducted, an example of which is now presented for a wind
event that occurred on November 24, 2003. During this event,
winds approached from the West-Northwest �283–290°� to pro-
duce predominantly alongwind response in the rover’s N-S axis.
The winds recorded at the surface of Lake Michigan by a NOAA
instrumentation station were 14–16 m/s for the data presented
herein, producing estimated rooftop wind speeds of 18.7–21.3 m/s
�Kochly et al. 2005�. Through the use of bandpass filters, the
comparisons presented here are restrained to the dominant
fundamental sway responses along the N-S and E-W axes of the
building. GPS displacements were converted to accelerations by
a double differencing approach. A comparison of the measured
accelerations at full-scale to the GPS-derived accelerations are
provided in both the time and frequency domains in Fig. 11 and
show an excellent correlation between the sensors, further
affirmed by the calculated RMS accelerations in Table 8. Note

Fig. 8. Snapshots of motion simulator displacement �cm� plotted ato

Fig. 9. Schematic of response instrumentation in building housing
�dashed lines indicate rooftop installation, solid lines indicate installa
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that additional full-scale comparisons of accelerometers to GPS
have been conducted for other wind events as discussed in
Kijewski-Correa et al. �2006� and Kochly and Kijewski-Correa
�2005� and have similarly found excellent agreement between
the two sensor technologies for capturing resonant response. The
latter study and additional work by Kochly et al. �2005� then
extended the evaluation of GPS to consider the correlations
between its measured background component and that predicted
by wind tunnel testing to emphasize the variability in predicted
responses and the role of multipath effects in distorting measure-
ments of background response.

Full-Scale Displacement Data

An analysis of the total displacements in the November 24, 2003
wind event is now presented. As discussed in Kochly et al. �2005�
and previously in this paper, the issues of multipath interference
are still very much of concern for installations of GPS in urban
zones. This residual error source in GPS monitoring induces long
period distortions in the calculated displacement estimates that

displacements �cm� for simulated MDOF system with fn�0.12 Hz

rover in conjunction with Chicago full-scale monitoring program
t highest mechanical floor�
p GPS
GPS
tion a
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can interfere with the ability to accurately determine background
wind-induced response. Removal by traditional bandstop filtering
�Kochly et al. 2005� or wavelet-based decomposition �Chen et al.
2001� has shown some utility, though further advancements in
receiver hardware and software show even greater promise in
removing multipath distortions directly in the solution for GPS
displacements. Nevertheless, the filtering approach discussed in
Kochly et al. �2005� is now applied, resulting in the two-
dimensional building response plot shown in Fig. 12. Note that
the displacement response is dominantly acrosswind for this event
with a large resonant response along the N-S building axis, which
has a fundamental frequency that is 40% softer than its alongwind

Fig. 10. Schematic representation of relative displacements defined
with respect to structural baseline in local coordinate system

Fig. 11. Zoom of accelerometer data �dashed� plotted atop of GPS-de
spectral density shown below
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counterpart. The associated background, resonant and total re-
sponse time histories, and the power spectral density of the total
response are shown in Fig. 13. As expected, the resonant response
component of the N-S axis is significantly larger than the E-W
due to the dominance of the acrosswind motions. It is also impor-
tant to note that despite the E-W axis being the alongwind re-
sponse direction, which would generally be expected to have the
larger background response component, the background compo-
nent of the acrosswind response is still larger, again due to the
disproportionate stiffness along these two building axes.

Assessment of Performance in Full Scale

The GPS pair prototyped and calibrated in this study has been
in operation now for several years, over which period their per-
formance in full-scale has been evaluated. Moving into dense
urban environments, issues of radio frequency �RF� interference,
and other noise sources become concerning. To date, there has
been no loss of tracking ability due to RF interference, though at
times a solution for GPS displacements cannot be achieved satis-
factorily, leading to lesser reliability of displacement predictions
due to elevated DOP levels. This is a result of the blockage of

Table 8. Comparison of RMS Acceleration Values in Full Scale
by Accelerometer and GPS for Response in Fundamental Mode

Response
component

Full-scale
accelerometers

�mg�

Full-scale
GPS
�mg�

Percent
deviation

from
accelerometer

E-W 0.35 0.35 0.00

N-S 1.02 0.96 6.40

ccelerations �dotted� for November 24, 2003 wind event, with power
rived a
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satellites at the shorter reference structure, where at times only
4–5 satellites may be in view, in comparison with the taller rover,
which can track eight or more satellites at a given time. When
the constellation at the reference site further degrades to less
than four satellites, GPS positions can no longer be determined
via Eq. �2� and there is a temporary loss of tracking until the
satellite configuration repopulates at higher elevations. The
impacts of satellite loss and the use of PQTs in diagnosing the
root causes of degraded measurements in full scale are demon-
strated in Kijewski-Correa and Kareem �2003�. The continuous
performance of the full-scale deployment here can be reasonably

Fig. 12. Two-dimensional plot of GPS displacements during
November 24, 2003 wind event, with arrow indicating average wind
direction

Fig. 13. GPS response for November 24, 2003 wind event: backgrou
displacements at far right
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enhanced simply by moving the reference site to a less shielded
location on the west side of the city, an option currently being
explored in conjunction with Leica Geosystems.

The PQTs observed in full scale are elevated in comparison
to those determined through calibration studies, as expected in
light of the lengthened baselines and increased interference
sources �Kijewski-Correa and Kareem 2003�. Though this finding
was by no means alarming, this situation does require motions
of the building to be on the order of a few centimeters for peak
responses to be reliably tracked. Clearly, however, the issues of
multipath effects remain the most prominent error source in the
deployment of GPS for structural monitoring in urban zones.
Their effects have been noted by a number of researchers, e.g.,
Lovse et al. �1995�, Chen et al. �2001�, and Kochly et al. �2005�,
and have motivated the introduction of a new program by the first
author including a series of controlled multipath tests to identify
and effectively remove these systematic errors through time
series strategies that better preserve the background response
�Kijewski-Correa et al. 2004�.

Conclusions

The present study discusses the use of high-precision global
positioning systems for monitoring the displacement of tall build-
ings under the action of wind, providing the opportunity to
monitor mean and background components of wind-induced re-
sponse that cannot be recovered from accelerometers. Prior to the
deployment of a GPS pair in the City of Chicago, as part of a
larger full-scale monitoring program, the authors conducted ex-
tensive field calibration studies. In the context of this calibration
program, the authors introduced the new concept of PQTs to pro-
vide end users with a means to estimate the level of background
noise in GPS measurements at full scale. It was demonstrated in
the dynamic calibration testing that reliable tracking of RMS re-
sponse could be achieved when the effective peak signal-to-noise
ratio, calculated using these PQTs, was 200% or more, generally
corresponding to motions above ±1 cm. Meanwhile, errors in

sonant, and total displacements, with power spectral density of total
nd, re
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peak estimation are consistently mitigated for signals with ampli-
tudes above ±2 cm. The calibration program also demonstrated
that at sufficiently large amplitudes, GPS performance is indepen-
dent of the frequency of motion, however, for low amplitude mo-
tions, tracking is superior at lower frequencies, further motivating
its application to the monitoring of flexible Civil structures. This
was further demonstrated in the tracking of simulated motions of
tall buildings under the action of wind, where GPS performance
produced tracking errors of less than 10%. The authors then dis-
cussed the full-scale deployment of the system on a tall building
in Chicago, demonstrating the excellent correlation between GPS
and accelerometers in dynamic response tracking. In light of the
ongoing analysis of data from this program and a second stage of
multipath testing and removal, this study affirms the promise of
GPS as a highly reliable sensor for monitoring total structural
displacements, not only under the action of wind, but also the
static displacements associated with settlement, thermal expan-
sion or permanent offsets resulting from damaged states. This
potential will only be enhanced in the coming years with hard-
ware advancements and as more GPS satellites become available
through the launching of other international satellite systems to
reduce DOP errors even further.
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